


Stars do not all appear the same



We want to know:
How hot are stars?

How BIG are stars (size)?

How massive are stars?

What are stars made of?

How much energy do stars emit?

Where does that energy come from?

How far away are stars?

Are they in motion? 

T = 2.9x106/l

 parallax

Spectral lines: H then He

 Luminosity

Fusion: E=mc2

Parallax

Yes. Proper motion & 
radial velocity



How to make a star brighter

Make it hotter: L
ap

~T4

Make it bigger: L
ap

~R2

Make it closer: L
ap

~1/d2

Hotter is most powerful.



So now we have 3 types of spectra

Continuous 
spectra are 

made by objects 
under high 

pressure (like 
solids)

Absorption line 
spectra are 

made by cool 
(comparatively

)
low pressure 

gases.

Emission line 
spectra are made 

by 
(comparatively) 

hot,
low pressure 

gases.



A spectrum of our Sun:

The lines give us composition!
So we can see what our Sun is 

made of !



Nearly all stars....

Are ¾ H and ¼ He with a trace (<3%) 'metals' 
(everything else).



Now we can ask, What 
provides the energy our 

Sun emits?
the Sun radiates L=3.9x1026 W



The Sun emits a million billion tons of TNT worth 
of energy each second.

By converting hydrogen to helium: nuclear fusion.



The Sun's structure

Core, radiative 
zone, convective 
zone, and
Photosphere.
(Summary slide 
coming)



Sunspots are caused by the wrapping of 
the Sun’s magnetic field.



The sun's magnetic field starts out like a 
regular north-south magnet.  



The sun's magnetic field starts out like a regular
north-south magnet.  

Eventually the field lines get wrapped 
so tight they begin to cross themselves. 

 

The Sun spins faster at the equator than at 
the poles (It’s a gas, so it can do this)



Where they cross the surface, they stop convection and 
that portion just cools, making it appear darker.



Like this!



Counts of sunspots during the current cycle, and 
predictions for the next few years.



Summary

*Our Sun can be separated into several regions: Core, 
radiative zone, convective zone, and photosphere
* All the energy is generated in the core
* We see sunspots on the Sun’s surface. They are caused 
by ‘kinks’ in the Sun’s magnetic field poking through the 
surface.
* The Sun spins about one every 4 weeks. Faster at the 
equator, slower at the poles.
* The Sun’s magnetic field has a cycle that lasts about 11 
years. Many (but not all) other stars have magnetic 
cycles too.



Back to Doppler shifts (radial velocity)

What do you think this graph means?



Doppler shift is a wealth of information!

This star is in a binary. About 2/3 of all stars are in 
binaries.







If both stars are measured, it might look more 
like this.

Why does one star wobble more than the 
other?



Because the blue track is for a star with 
slightly more mass than the black track. The 

star with the most mass moves the least.

So in this case, Doppler shifts 
give us mass.

This is important! The 
only way we can 
determine masses of stars 
(besides our Sun) is from 
binaries!
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